ROTARY ARM FEATURES

- Rotary arm obstruction emergency safety stop sensor
- Maintenance-Free 12-bearing carriage tracking system
- 1 to 12 RPM rotational speed
- Electronic soft-start acceleration
- Final revolution deceleration and re-alignment
- Twin V-Belt drive with a lifetime belt warranty
- "RAPID THREAD" power pre-stretch film delivery system with safety interlock
- 33-313% fixed stretch capacity
- Auto load height sensing Photo-Eye
- Emergency stop button
- Non-proprietary UL/CSA approved components
- Heavy Duty structural steel construction
- Many options available

Cousins 4100 TITAN P-WM
P-WM - POST OR WALL MOUNT

Cousins 4100 TITAN FSU
FSU - FREE STANDING

Performance Designed with Safety in Mind™
SEMI-AUTOMATIC ROTARY ARM SYSTEMS...
WORK HORSES OF THE INDUSTRIAL WORLD

Cousins Titan and Hercules series of stretch wrap machines are the ideal solution where turntable systems are not appropriate and where loads are exceptionally heavy or unstable. Cousins Overhead Rotary Arm Systems eliminate the need to rotate the load. The rotary arm system easily maneuvers the "RAPID THREAD" carriage around the load, quickly and efficiently securing your products for shipment. Virtually Maintenance - Free, these systems are ideal for a variety of heavy-duty situations including wash down applications. Cousins Rotary Arm Systems are available in several designs to fit your work environment. Tried, tested and tough, Cousins has the right machine for you!
AUTOMATION...
TECHNOLOGY AT WORK
Cousins Platform and Floor
Automatics are extremely
popular due to numerous
automation features. Functions
of cutting, wiping and
attaching the stretch film are
automatically completed
without operator intervention.
This affords the operator not
only greater safety, but
greater productivity, since
there is less time spent on
and off a lift truck.

ALL ELECTRIC... JUST PLUG IN AND WRAP
One of several features on Cousins Platform and Floor Automatics is that
they are all electric! There is no need for compressed air. This allows for
easier movement of the machine to other locations on your shop floor. The
only requirement to run a Cousins platform or floor automatic is
a 120 volt – 20 amp service receptacle.
ULTRA ROTARY FEATURES:

- All electric film and grip device
- Superior cut/grip and positive film wipe down
- Remote start/stop
- 250% power pre-stretch lever
- PLC logic control
- 12-Bearing Maintenance-free carriage tracks
- Fast, safe, operator friendly, labor system
- Standard frame
  - Post or Wall
  - Free Standing
    - 4 leg and U
- Operational indicator beacon/lights
- Many options available

Cousins 4100 HERCULES
FS = FREE STANDING – 4 LEGS

Performance Designed with Safety in Mind™